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SOVIET SCHOOL IN 1937 THE COMMUNITIES OF TEACHERS AND STUDENTS IN THE FACE OF COMING WAR 2
This paper is dedicated to the education system in the Soviet Union and school-related issues in the context of the "Great Purge of 1937" -a very symbolic time in the Soviet history that became the climax of the Soviet political repressions but also -a time of the successful completion of the second five-year plan of economic development and other great soviet achievements. The intended research is aimed to clarify how all these events were reflected within the school communities, in what way they influenced the belief system, civil position and general trends in behavior of the senior students, who in the coming years would be bound to become the backbone of a war generation. At the same time, it was the period of the most important decisions within the country's education system aimed at its participation in society consolidation and thorough preparations of the young generation to clash against some very strong foes. This work reveals the practical consequences of the campaign against a "pedological perversion" within Soviet education system and the process of the teacher selection which stimulated school's development to be in line with the given ideological directions.
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Problem statement
The year of 1937 has not yet been in the limelight of research in the history of Soviet school in spite of large amounts of sреcial literature dedicated to the Soviet society of the Stalin's time and school at various stages of its development. The article is intended to fill this hiatus. Why the year 1937 is at the center of attention?
It was surely a turning point both for school communities and for the country as a whole.
On the one hand, this year was a peak of the Great Purge marked by such events as the second political trial of the so-called "parallel anti-Soviet Trotskist center," by the case of the so-called "Trotskist opposition" in the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army. On the other hand, it was marked by a successful fulfilment of the second five-year plan, by non-stop flights to North America, by the Arctic exploration and other achievements which enhanced the belief in the limitless possibilities of the Soviet State. These completely opposing events lead us to a number of questions: how could the excesses of mass repressions have coexisted in the minds of young people with the enthusiasm about achievements? How could this time of troubles have raised the best generation of Soviet people who sacrificed themselves defending their motherland during the World War II? Why the excesses of the unruly repression machine which affected the lives of many teenagers did not lead to the downfall of their creed? The answer to these questions should be sought in the structure, organization and mechanisms of school system constituting the principal interface between society and young citizens of the country. Besides, the year of 1937 which encompasses two academic years of 1936/1937 and 1937/1938 respectively, is singled out because of the significant changes in school work initiated by the party and the government decisions.
The subject matter of this paper is school activities of the historical period mentioned, with special emphasis on its innovations, as well as on a certain number of those engaged in teaching and educating, their relationship with the student body subject to being "formatted" according to the State's desire and, along with practices and results, having their effects upon the young generation's political dispositions.
The methodological principles underlying this study are, on the one hand, the structural and functional theories postulating the rising generation and the process of maturing as an object of a socializing influence from families, teachers and peer groups aimed at the internalizing common values "within a personal ego."
3 On the other hand, the constructivist theories which describe children and adolescents as an individual and creative social age group capable of 3 Parsons T. The Social System. Ed. by B.S. Turner. (London, 1991) .
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empowering the facts of social reality with their own meanings and even amending the culture of the world of adults. 4 To solve the specific problems stated, the following methodological tools were used:
systematic-structural, comparative-historical ones, method of grouping and classification. and Government guidelines in school education, the searches and finds in it as well as mistakes and failures. Thirdly, memoir sources, which can help to evaluate through the prism of individual perception and from a historical perpective the quality of school work.
New Developments in the Organization of Teaching and Teaching Staff
The period under discussion is marked by the party and government directives aimed at the unification of secondary education and providing equal knowledge for all pupils. The measures taken to consolidate Soviet people or, using the phraseology of the day, strengthen their moral and political unity with a war looming over, significantly changed the character of teacher's work. A few older teachers kept aloof from the life of the country. In the process of the broadscale inspection, unreliable members were also identified, for example, a teacher who used to serve in the ranks of the Kolchak army. 7 By the canons of social selection, these educators were definitely unfit for working with Soviet students. At the same time, the evaluation mirrored another trend: a socially alien background of clergy, nobles, and ex-government officials was no longer a sticking point for those seeking a teacher's position -unless there were some aggravating circumstances. In view of the revolutionary educational reform, the criterion of efficiency became the determining factor in the assessment of teaching work at schools. At the same time, their effectiveness was interpreted in terms of the teacher's ability -regardless of their social background -to work with dysfunctional teenagers.
These guidelines for teachers' work were outlined in the decree of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of July 4, 1936 "On the pedological distortions in the system of People's Commissariat for Education." Denouncing pedology as an anti-scholarly and harmful bourgeois contraption "taking roots in the racist theory" led to some far-reaching consequences. First, the majority of students previously assigned to special and supplementary schools on the basis of pedological evaluation, were re-routed into regular schools. Although the precise data are absent, the size of this reshuffle in the country can be illustrated by the information with reference to urban areas. According to Ludmila Dubrovina, director of Moscow's City Department for
People's Education (GORONO), pedological assessment qualified nearly half of students with the lowest grades as mentally retarded and thus earmarked for schools for mentally challenged pupils. The latter were labeled "problem children," "retarded," "oligophrenics," "imbecile,"
"subnormal," "socially neglected" or "pedagogically neglected." According to education authorities, total inspection of this category of students conducted from the summer up to midSeptember of 1936, demonstrated that these diagnoses were contrived -most children surveyed by education committees turned out to be normal and even gifted. They were to be transferred to Previously existing so-called "strong," "weak" and "subnormal" classes (the latter consisted of students deemed by pedologists as bordering between normal and mentally challenged ones) in comprehensive schools were abolished. Chronically underachieving children, children repeating a course two or three times were considered to be a concession to the discredited pedological theory of the "fatalistic determination" of these phenomena by biological and social factors, and thus declared to be "counter-revolutionary". 11 Educational authorities made it clear that teachers in the future could not explain poor academic performance by the fact that they got some defective human material in their hands. 12 They proposed a guiding principle stating that each student was capable of learning the program material in full. Moreover, according to their plan, it was school teachers striving for academic achievements through their practical work who were "to deliver a crushing blow to the moods of a limited aptitude for learning which ingrained into the psychology" of school teachers under the influence of pedologists. and city "houses of pioneers and schoolchildren" was to be changed. The previous goal of engaging gifted children into societies and groups was denounced at the conference of Moscow education authorities as "a kind of pedology, if from the other end." From that moment on, supplementary education facilities were to reach out all categories of children, and first of all, dysfunctional.
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Even if we assume that in the frenzy of denouncing pedology and reshuffling the composition of remedial schools, there were no excesses, and that regular comprehensive schools in addition to repeaters received normal, if underachieving children, one has to admit that teachers were faced with a significantly increased workload. By pushing the pendulum towards overall responsibility of teachers for the mastering of the curriculum by all students without exception, the state in effect dictated the objective of excellence in pedagogy.
In fairness, one should say that the state gave an adequate number of tools to those willing to develop their skills. Quite literally one can say that almost all teaching community was engaged in continuous education. This fact, however, in no way diminished the reputation of teachers in the eyes of their pupils. On the contrary, as the Soviet historian Abram Vakser, then a school student in the city of Omsk, recollects, their teacher of physics who at the same time was a graduate correspondence student of a teacher training institute, was not only respected, but admired by her students. 20 Advanced education, however, was not a guarantee of successful teachers' worksteadily high achievements resulted from empathy and complete psychological contact with the class and, considering its mixed composition, from the teacher's ability to reach out to every adolescent, particularly, a troubled one. In any case, it was within the scope of abilities of only those who were ready, without being overly emotional and without masked affection, to take care of the children. No wonder that the whole generation of people remember pre-war schools as islands of trust and joy, of an exciting exploration of the world and of oneself in the world, while teachers were seen as understanding mentors, at times even closer than parents. 
Komsomol organizers
We cannot rule out the fact that the changes in the school system could have remained just a wishful thinking on behalf of the state, but for the Komsomol activists who zealously set to work. From 1935, Komsomol organizers who directly reported to Komsomol authorities were active in most of schools. Some personal documents from the archives can help to sketch up a generalized portrait of such functionaries. Typically, they were 20 to 30 years old with high school or incomplete higher education. Their parents were factory workers, office workers or poor peasants; they had some work experience in industry or in Komsomol bureaucratic apparatus. They were not associated with the teaching personnel or school administration and were just independent watchers and chroniclers of all events however significant or insignificant they might be. Quite often, they were harsh critics of school work.
It was Komsomol that initiated ideological campaigns and bashings which shook teacher community and people's education authorities. In this connection, Moscow and Moscow region can clearly exemplify the origins of the conflict between education and Komsomol bureaucracy.
First of all, Komsomol decided to unify the directives in the field of school work aimed at the struggle with child homelessness and child neglect, both having been outlined in the decree of The root of the evil, according to Komsomol organizers, was in the withdrawal of schools from educating in general and from attempts to reform children prone to delinquency in particular. School directors wanted to get rid of such children who later found themselves in the grips of the street. 24 Komsomol organization saw the solution of the problem in its greater contribution to the education process, and in the hotspots at that -orphanages, in the so-called children's detention rooms at police stations, in the branches of Children's Inspection, the latter was to be set up as a unit of District Councils for People's Education. Komsomol activists were ready to monitor all children expelled from schools for poor academic performance and registered with the police for disorderly behavior -they had plans to involve them in the education process.
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Active invasion of schools complicated by the collaboration of Komsomol with the police alarmed Dubrovina, the head of Moscow's education authority, in earnest. Counter to this, she put forward an idea of purging educational institutions from those who were unfit for education. 26 It is easy to understand the principal cause of this alarm which in fact was the burden of hardto-deal with children and chronic low-graders who were "protected" by Komsomol activists. in the history of school pedagogy as its useful instrument implementing some important tasks which made the Soviet school one of the best in the world.
The problem, however, was that Komsomol also participated in the cleansing of schools from "ideological turncoats," "saboteurs," and "enemies of the people." To be fair, one should note that this mission was not an initiative of rank-and-file Komsomol members, but it was imposed on them from above. Logic suggests that the same basic principle -submission to adult's influence -was to be used with regard to the signs of political disloyalty of children of the "purged" parents.
Materials, however, indicate that such adolescents were treated by the Soviet legal system on the basis of the presumption of the imputed hostility toward the Soviet state. With an increasing number of compromising facts, the law of exiled parents was to be applied to such students.
Schoolchildren at the peak of the "Great Purge"
A great number of reports from Komsomol organizers mirrored the attitude of schoolchildren towards the trials of the so-called "united Trotskist-Zinoviev center" and "parallel Trotsky despite the fact that possession of such literature at home was not safe at all. Third, in a few Moscow schools some planted letters-flyers were found. In these letters, Trotsky was described as "a crystally clear person, sincerely loving Russian people and infinitely faithful to them."
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While the games of opposition and trials were played by high-schoolchildren, junior students had some other fad -painting swastika or greeting class-mates with the exclamation "Heil Hitler!" Moscow City Committee of Komsomol admitted regretfully that the source of the degenerating influence on children could not be found. 37 In fact, the reason for this interest in
Fascist symbols was similar to the keen interest in the fallen figures of opposition. State propaganda's coverage of them as ones having ties with "Japanese and German Fascism" fueled teenagers' fascination with the symbols of Nazism which was a form of their emotional protest.
Such pranks as a widespread desecration of portraits of Party leaders -piercing their eyes or sling shooting -were also impulsive reactions to the propagandist clichés and opinions imposed on teenagers. Along with "opposition games" and interests taken in its representatives these acts pointed clearly to a reverse result of the ideological influence to which pupils had been exposed to. The groups under discussion point to the activity of schoolchildren which did not diminish during the heat of repressions and was not under control of authorities and school administrations. One should note that delinquent behavior and protests of clandestine groups were two sides of one coin. This remark is also applicable to the three groups with a high level of oppositionism to the regime (8, 15, 16) whose methods were bordering on hooliganism (stealing of government property, damaging and destruction of state symbols etc.). Only three groups present an exception (7, 10, 11) -they sprang up as a result of high-school otherwise normal seniors' dissatisfaction with the tedious and bureaucratized work of Komsomol.
Clandestine organizations of schoolchildren
From the documents one can conclude that the most confirmed of these juvenile delinquents were sent to juvenile prisons which were under the supervision of NKVD; the others were let off but monitored by the police, teachers, Komsomol and Pioneer activists. Members of the Trotskist group from Khakassia and adult leaders of the "Union of the Chita youth" were apprehended.
Even at the peak of the "Great Terror", the Soviet school pupils did not constitute a completely voiceless mass, "zombified" by the propaganda. However the fact of a tiny proportion of youngsters involved with these organizations as well as the differential approach of punitive agencies toward their punishment suggests some boundaries within which the search for and prosecution of politically deviant teenagers was carried out.
Interinstitutional conflict at the highest point: teachers vs Komsomol organizers
By the summer of 1937, it was evident that the amount of Komsomol's claim to a political control within the field of education had grown. In Moscow alone, Komsomol leaders in early June wanted to charge leaders of people's education with allowing "to weed the body of No 19 on Sofiiskaya embankment were children whose parents had been arrested. In spite of this, not a single student was expelled from the school, while many of them, including herself, the daughter of the repressed, joined Komsomol. 40 Despite the fact that this remark cannot be fully applied to teachers, one should emphasize that the teacher body suffered less compared to other professional communities. According to Yuing, in the rating of repression scale, teacher community was only in the tenth place out of thirteen. 41 And this was despite the fact that the system demanded the same purge of cadres in education as in all other spheres!
The reason for a relatively low repressive interference at schools was, first of all, in the backsliding actions adopted by teacher community. As early as 1936/1937, the desire of Komsomol to take the work with low graders and dysfunctional teenagers under its full control, forced teachers to be up in arms. In the ensuing battle, when the functional security of schools was at stake, Komsomol activists received a symmetrical answer. The attempt to pressurize schoolchildren -children whose parents were arrested or who allowed themselves an anti-Soviet some excessively zealous Komsomol leaders, too partial to the children who were out of the picture.
Teacher community accumulated a number of methods to do away with the unwanted One teacher in a school of Kharkiv reported that he read such words in his students' recordbooks, "Thanks to the Party, to the government and to our Komsomol organizer for our happy and merry life." Komsomol's claim to a total ideological control over schools, but to deliver a counter blow. A basis. On the one hand, the new subject was to promote the communist education of students and, on the other hand, it was to foster national and state patriotism of the young and prepare them to confront a strong enemy. This goal was to be achieved by means of an emotional and vivid way of presenting history, thus creating the effect of the presence of students in the events described. The stated requirements applied in the first place to the three main problematic topic units of the course. These were, first, the problems of social servitude (slavery, serfdom, economic bondage of capital) and class struggle. Secondly, the problem of national oppression and the national liberation struggle. And, thirdly, the defence of the motherland and liberty in the wars of the past.
The course of ancient history was almost entirely devoted to the phenomenon of slavery.
Methodology experts insisted that all the parts of the lessons should stir up children's burning compassion for the slave's fate and vehement protest against the very institution of slavery. The topic was illustrated by a short dramatical piece, i.e. a short sketch played out at the lesson, and often concluded with a historical performance piece, for example a big play based on the novel "Spartacus" by Giovagnoli. Some assignments given to children by teachers were to make kids understand the feelings of a slave; such tasks were entrusted to students prone to creativity: to mold clay or playdough figurines of a slave bearing a burden, or kneading dough, or carrying a wine vessel.
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The topic of serfdom was studied similarly. Serfdom practices at its peak were illustrated with the help of expressive sketches from Russian fiction. 50 During extra-curricular creative classes schoolchildren were taught to live through the material studied and experience the feelings it evoked. These activities included drama, literary and musical recitals, recitation in chorus, and other performances.
The indoctrinated in students' minds and even "lived through" by them, the social states of the slave and of the serf in many respects were extended to the position of peasants and urban proletariat of post-reform Russia, which made all these characters very close, if not equivalent, as they were perceived by schoolchildren. Such phenomenon was determined, first, by the reproduction of the same or similar semantic clichés in their description. Thus, the condition of peasants after the abolition of serfdom was characterized by such definitions as peonage and tyranny, rent service, landlessness and lawlessness. Urban proletariat was defined by such idioms as capitalist slavery, merciless exploitation, deprivation. Second, by the image system of Russian literature and visual art, both castigating capitalist practices of post-reform Russia. 51 The conditions of pre-revolutionary work and life of workers were shown in contrast with the social benefits which were given to them by the Soviet state. In order to highlight the radical changes, 
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many teachers told their students real tragic life stories of pre-revolutionary workers which evoked "noble wrath and hatred of the exploiters in the hearts of these children." 
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only when meeting an agent, which is ready to accept it. 55 We will take a risk and suggest that without the work described above, mass mobilization of Soviet people, especially those fresh out of school would be problematic.
The first serious test of the results of ideological and political education in Soviet schools was the reaction of teenagers to the civil war in Spain. Spanish events which were presented by the Soviet media as a variant of struggle between "the reds" and "the whites" in 1918-1921, aroused in young people a hope for getting a friend and a Socialist ally in the Pyrenees. These expectation brought about very different displays of sympathy and support -from feverish readings of the war bulletins, fund-raising for Spanish people to numerous individual and group flight of teenagers to Odessa and other ports in the hope of getting to Spain by the sea and join international brigades of the defenders of the republic. 56 The reason for such acute and active perception took roots in the school perusal of world history -its culmination was to be proletarian revolution paving the way to Communist living. While in the official deliberations of the 1930's the myths of the revolution and Communism was present as some abstract strategic goals (besides, the USSR did not aim at establishing Communist regime in Spain), for the teenagers and adolescents they were guiding vectors in the current social and political life. This message of active help to the fighters in the Pyrenees (viewed, of course, from the angle of establishing the same system as in the USSR) demonstrated the highest efficiency of schools in instilling values of the Soviet system in its pupils. 
